DOWNTOWN DESIGN COMMITTEE
AGENDA
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 6, 2022
6th FLOOR CONFERENCE ROOM
801 CRAWFORD STREET
WORK SESSION 5:30 PM/PUBLIC MEETING 6:00 PM
A.

CALL TO ORDER

B.

WELCOME

C.

ROLL CALL

D.

ADOPTION OF MINUTES

E.

SUMMARY OF THE PURPOSE OF DESIGN REVIEW

F.

SUMMARY OF PUBLIC HEARING PROCESS

G.

CONSENT AGENDA

I.

REVIEW APPLICATIONS FOR CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENES (COA)

**CONSENT AGENDA: Applications that have been examined by the Downtown
Design Committee and have been found to be complete and consistent with the design
guidelines are approved at the beginning of the meeting and are approved as submitted.
NEW APPLICATION
DDC-22-00018

EXTERIOR PAINTING

Request of Terrell Epps to paint the brick exterior of an existing commercial building
#1581 Millstone Gray, a color found on the approved list of paint colors for the Downtown
Design Overlay District. A previous request to paint the building the same color was
approved in Case No. DDC-19-041 in December 2019 but subsequently expired prior to
commencement of the work. The property is located at 600 Court Street.
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“The primary visible wall material should be unpainted brick (or brick color if already
painted) or stone… Brick color should be within a close range of red to brown color tones.
Other shades of brick shall be considered on a case by case basis.” Pg. 140
DDC-22-00019

AWNING REPLACEMENT

Request of Scott Fleming to install replacement awnings (after-the-fact) over the windows
and storefront of an existing commercial building. The awnings are blue in color,
contrasting with the unpainted brick and white trim of the building. The address of the
property is printed in white along the leading edge of the awning over the storefront. The
after-the-fact fee has been paid. The property is located at 457 Court Street.
“Awnings over windows and doors shall be reviewed on a case by case basis. Where
permitted, they must be properly fitted above the window or door in which they are
located.” Pg. 117
DDC-22-00020

SIGN REPLACEMENT

Request of Christa Pickrell to replace two existing wall-mounted signs above the storefront
of a corner commercial building. The two proposed signs will be wall-mounted,
constructed from aluminum letters painted black, and maintain overall dimensions of 14” x
203” (19.7’). Three existing wall-mounted goose-neck lamps will provide illumination for
each sign. The property is located at 301 High Street.
“Signs should be in proportion to the building, such that they do not dominate the
appearance.” Pg. 65
“Mount signs to fit within existing architectural details or features.” Pg. 65
“Colors for signs should be compatible with those of the building front. Limit the number
of colors used on a sign. In general, no more than three colors should be used.” Pg. 69
DDC-22-00021

EXTERIOR PAINTING

Request of Curtis White to paint the masonry exterior (after-the-fact) of an existing
building. The walls are located on the side and rear of the building and had shown signs of
deteriorated paint. The new paint is a cream color selected to complement the existing
brick façade of the building. The color is similar to #CW120 Galt Peach, a color found on
the approved list of paint colors for the Downtown Design Overlay District. The after-thefact fee has been paid. The property is located at 731 Queen Street.
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“The primary visible wall material should be unpainted brick (or brick color if already
painted), stone, or horizontal siding (wood or cement board). The use of stucco shall be
reviewed on a case by case basis. Synthetic stucco, vinyl siding and bare concrete masonry
block is not permitted. Brick color should be within a close range of red to brown color
tones. Other shades of brick shall be considered on a case by case basis.” Pg. 140
DDC-22-00022

PROPOSED SIGNAGE

Request of Terrell Epps to install a new wall-mounted sign over an existing storefront. The
sign will be constructed of painted wood and measure 4’ x 4’ in size. No exterior lighting
is proposed. The property is located at 632 High Street.
“Signs should be in proportion to the building, such that they do not dominate the
appearance.” Pg. 65
“Mount signs to fit within existing architectural details or features.” Pg. 65
“Colors for signs should be compatible with those of the building front. Limit the number
of colors used on a sign. In general, no more than three colors should be used.” Pg. 69
I. UNFINISHED BUSINESS
J. NEW BUSINESS
K. ADJOURNMENT
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Certificate of Appropriateness (COA)
Application
Planning Department
801 Crawford Street, Portsmouth, Virginia 23704
www.portsmouthva.gov/181/Planning-Department
757-393-8836
Notes:
1. An approved Certificate of Appropriateness (COA) is required prior to initiating any material change in
appearance to the exterior of a building, structure, or lot located in the Olde Towne, Park View, Port Norfolk,
Cradock, and Truxtun Historic Districts, and in the Downtown Design Overlay District in accordance with
procedures and standards outlined in Section 40.2-536 of the City’s Zoning Ordinance. An approved COA is
required before any other applications can be filed.
2. A Pre-Application Conference is not required for a Certificate of Appropriateness but applicants are strongly
encouraged to discuss the proposed project with Planning Department staff prior to submitting a COA
application.
3. Applicants are encouraged to consult the Downtown Design Manual or the appropriate historic district design
guidelines found on the Planning Department website. The Historic District Approved Paint Colors and the
Downtown Design District Approved Paint Colors documents are also available on the Planning Department
website.
4. Depending on the proposed activity, the review and decision on a COA application may be undertaken by staff,
the Historic Preservation Commission (HPC), or the Downtown Design Commission (DDC). See the matrix in
district guidelines to identify the appropriate review body based on the proposed project type.
5. Omitting information pertaining to your project from the project description narrative or other required
submissions for this application will cause your application to be deemed incomplete.
6. No application will be processed while violations exist on the property or if there are outstanding fines, taxes,
liens, or other fees are owed to the City of Portsmouth, unless the application and/or approval would remedy
the violation.
7. Applications are due at 5:00 PM on the date listed in the Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) meeting
schedule or Downtown Design Committee (DDC) meeting schedule, which can be found on the Planning
Department website.
8. HPC meets the third Tuesday of each month at 6:00 PM. DDC meets the first Tuesday of each month at 6:00
PM.
9. COAs may be revoked at such point in time if omitted or incorrect information has been brought to light.
10. A City staff site visit may also be required for consideration of your application. Your signature on this form
allows city staff to enter the property to view and inspect the exterior of any buildings or structures on the site.
11. In approving a COA, the approving entity may impose any conditions regarding the location, character, and
other features of the proposed material change of appearance as may be deemed necessary to ensure
compliance with the general intent and purposes of the Zoning Ordinance and the relevant guidelines and to
prevent or minimize adverse effects from the change of appearance. Provided, however, that no conditions to
which the applicant does not agree shall be imposed
12. There is no fee if application is submitted prior to work being started. A $250 - $1,000 fee will be charged if
work has begun prior to approval or fee as established in City Code Appendix A Portsmouth Fee Schedule.
13. Submit applications by email to the Historic Preservation Commission at hpc@portsmouthva.gov or to the
Downtown Design Committee at ddc@portsmouthva.gov or to City of Portsmouth, Planning Department 4th
Floor, 801 Crawford Street, Portsmouth, VA 23704
14. An approved Zoning Permit application will be required for most items following approval of the COA.
15. Building permits may also be required for the project. Applicants are advised to consult with the Department of
Permits and Inspections regarding permitting requirements.

Certificate of Appropriateness (COA) Application
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1. General Project Information

08/15/2022
301 High Street

Submission Date:
Project Address:
District
Location:

X

Type of Work:

X

Downtown Design

Olde Towne

Changes to an Existing Structure/ Site

Total Value of All Proposed Work:

$

Port Norfolk

Park View

New Construction

Cradock

Addition(s)

Truxtun
Demolition

4000.00

Were the Historic District and/or Downtown Guidelines consulted?

X Yes

No

Don’t Know

2. Project Description Narrative
Describe all exterior work on the building and site that can be seen from a public right-of-way. Be sure to indicate all
proposed exterior materials and colors. Consult the Historic District Approved Paint Colors and the Downtown Design
District Approved Paint Colors documents for color choices. Use additional sheets and attach material sample sheets,
site photographs, physical survey including footprint of proposed development, elevations, etc., where appropriate.

Remove existing two sets of letters, install two new non-illuminated sets of letters
• .125 aluminum letters painted satin black
• Stud mounted to fascia w/ contractor’s grade adhesive
• 14” x 203” = 19.7sf each
• Front Elevation 26’
• Side Elevation 114’

3. Project Activities
Check all the items below that are included in this project and
provide a detailed description in accordance with Section 2 above.
Include a drawing and/or conceptual site plan of all included items
New Construction
Exterior modification of an existing building
Windows
Siding
Roof
Door(s)
Porch
Other (specify in narrative)
Addition to an existing building
Size of Addition (square feet):
Use of Addition:
Modifications of an existing parking lot
Installation of new parking lot, parking spaces, or loading spaces
Installation or modification of trash collection area (e.g. dumpster or cardboard recycling)
Installation or modification of exterior lighting
Installation or modification of fence or wall
X Installation or modification of sign
Installation or modification of outdoor storage area
Installation or modification of accessory building (A building permit will also be required if building is over
256 square feet in size or greater)
Installation of solar panels
Installation or modification of other site features (provide details in Project Description Narrative above)
Certificate of Appropriateness (COA) Application
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4. Applicant Information
The applicant must sign the applicant certification box. See item number 7 below.
Applicant Name:

Christa Pickrell w/ Cardinal Sign Corporation

Mailing Address:

2629 Dean Drive, VB, VA 23452
757.328.0272
cpickrell@gmail.com

Phone Number(s):
Email Address:

5. Property Owner Information (if different from applicant information)
The property owner must sign the property owner consent box. See item number 6 below.
Property Owner Contact Name:
Mailing Address:
Phone Number(s):
Email Address:

Supat Adalem
2904 Chambers Dr, VB, VA 23456
757-675-9528
gob207@hotmail.com

6. Property Owner Consent (if different from applicant information)
By signing this application below, I, as the owner of the property under review, give my endorsement of this
application.
Property Owner or Authorized Signature:

Date Signed: 08/15/2022

7. Applicant Certification
By signing this application below, I hereby attest to the truth and accuracy of all facts and information
presented with this application.
Applicant Signature:

Date Signed:

08/15/2022

Submittal Requirements
Submit digital copies of all required documents. Hard copies of some documents may be required.
A. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR ALL COA APPLICATIONS
X Pre-Application Conference completed (recommended)
X Certificate of Appropriateness (COA) Application (completely filled out with all required information included)
Application fee or fee as established in City Code Appendix A Portsmouth Fee Schedule, if work has begun prior to
COA Application submission
Color photographs of the site showing all public views of site where work is proposed
A materials sample sheet showing color, type, manufacturer, and item number of new materials being proposed (i.e.
windows, siding, roofing materials, etc.)
Any additional information determined to be necessary by Planning staff
B. SUBMITTAL REQUIREMENTS FOR CHANGES TO AN EXISTING STRUCTURE
Scaled physical survey/aerial GIS image of the property and proposed alterations (if applicable)
Elevation drawings for building facades subject to modification (if applicable)
Floor plans of affected areas of the historic structure (if applicable)
C. SUBMITTAL REQUIREMENTS FOR ROOF REPLACEMENTS
If proposing a change in materials, material sample sheet(s) showing the design, color, and type of materials to be
used.
Letter from certified engineer indicating roof is not structurally repairable.
D. SUBMITTAL REQUIREMENTS FOR SITES
Scaled physical survey of the property/aerial GIS image and proposed construction and alterations (if applicable)
(Note that certain development types will require a current physical survey.)
Elevations of proposed fences and other structures with dimensions (if applicable)
Certificate of Appropriateness (COA) Application
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Submittal Requirements
Submit digital copies of all required documents. Hard copies of some documents may be required.
E. SUBMITTAL REQUIREMENTS FOR SIGNS
X Site drawing showing sign location
X Scaled drawing showing sign face, border, mounting mechanism, color, size of sign and lettering, and materials
F. SUBMITTAL REQUIREMENTS FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION AND ADDITIONS
1. BUILDING INFORMATION: Submit on separate sheets.
Elevation of each building facade
Description of type of material(s) used on each façade elevation
Proposed building height(s) in feet and stories
Amount of fenestration on the ground floor and upper floor front façade of a commercial building (if applicable)
2. SITE INFORMATION: All of the following information must be provided on a scaled, physical survey. Submit survey
on separate sheet.
Acreage and square footage of the site
Proposed building height(s) in feet and number of floors
Footprints of all existing and proposed buildings, decks, patios, covered porches, and accessory structures (if
applicable)
Front yard, side yard, corner/end side yard, and rear yard setbacks (if applicable)
All easements with dimensions and designation as to type (if applicable)
Location and description of all existing man-made structures and site features (including monuments, etc.) both above
and below ground (if applicable)
Location of vehicular site access and off-street parking areas, including number of spaces (if applicable)
Location of trash collection areas, including dumpster pads and screening features (if applicable)
Location, height, and materials of proposed fences or walls (if applicable)
Location, height, and materials of proposed signs (if applicable)
G. SUBMITTAL REQUIREMENTS FOR DEMOLITION
A statement describing the need for demolition and plans for new use of property
Feasibility study/structural study/cost estimate for rehabilitation from a structural engineer or applicable professional
Color photographs showing need for demolition
For demolition projects disturbing more than 2,500 square feet, a land disturbance permit through the Department of
Engineering will also be required.

Case Number (Tidemark):

STAFF USE ONLY

Accepted Date:
Total Value of All Proposed Work:

Building Assessed Value: $
Preliminary Zoning review required:

Yes

$

No

Preliminary Zoning review completed
CBPA

New Survey Required?

Flood Zone:

Elevation Certificate Required?

Yes

No
Yes

No

Scheduled HPC/DDC Meeting date

Certificate of Appropriateness (COA) Application
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In The Matter Of:
City of Portsmouth
Downtown Design Committee - Public Hearing

August 2, 2022

Original File 080222kw-ddc.txt

Min-U-Script®
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1

1

CITY OF PORTSMOUTH

2

DOWNTOWN DESIGN COMMITTEE

3

TRANSCRIPT OF PUBLIC HEARING

4

TUESDAY, AUGUST 2, 2022, at 6:00 P.M.

5

CITY HALL, SIXTH FLOOR

6
7
8
9
10

BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT:

11

Jeffrey Butts, Chairman
Danielle Babcheck
Dawn Richardson
Stephen Santiago
Kenneth Rodgers

12
13
14

CITY STAFF PRESENT:
15
16

William Landfair, Principal Planner
Jeff Miller, Assistant City Attorney

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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ITEM

4

DDC-22-00017 BUILDING REHABILITATION
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(Call to order at 6:00 p.m.)
CHAIRMAN BUTTS: Good evening to all in
attendance. Welcome. I'd like to welcome you all
to this very important meeting today, Tuesday,
August 2, 2022, being held in the sixth-floor
conference room of City Hall.
I now confirm that all members of the
Downtown Design Committee are present by calling the
roll. And you can just say "present" or "here" or
anything that acknowledges your presence.
(Roll Call)
CHAIRMAN BUTTS: There are five members
present of the Downtown Design Committee today.
MR. LANDFAIR: Excuse me, Mr. Chairman.
Jeff, Kenneth is technically an alternate.
Do they need to take action to recognize that he's
an alternate and that he can participate fully, or
is that not necessary?
MR. MILLER: What's the quorum?
MR. LANDFAIR: Well, there's technically
seven members plus an alternate. So we have four.
So we have sufficient members for a quorum. I would
like to give him full voting rights since he's here
with us tonight.
MR. MILLER: That's fine. I think you can
do that by consensus.
Chairman, if anyone has any objection to
that?
Seeing no objection.
CHAIRMAN BUTTS: So no motion is required?
MR. MILLER: No.
CHAIRMAN BUTTS: All right. Any other
announcements, Bill?
MR. LANDFAIR: No, sir.
CHAIRMAN BUTTS: Commissioners, have you
had a chance to review the minutes from July 5th's
meeting? Do you have any corrections or changes
that we need to make to them?
Okay. If there aren't any changes, we are
in need of a motion to approve the minutes from the
July 5th meeting.
COMMISSIONER BABCHECK: I move to approve
the minutes from the July 5th meeting.
COMMISSIONER RICHARDSON: I second.
CHAIRMAN BUTTS: Thank you. We have a
motion and a second to approve the minutes from the
July 5, 2022, meeting. As I call your name, please
reply with a verbal response.
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MR. MILLER: Mr. Chairman, before you do
that, I would like to state that approval of the
minutes is an administrative function, and you are
not required to abstain if you were not here.
Simply an administrative board action.
CHAIRMAN BUTTS: Thank you. So what Jeff
said. So I guess that would be just the three of us
to vote on that?
MR. MILLER: No. Everyone can vote.
CHAIRMAN BUTTS: So we have a motion and a
second to approve the minutes from the July 5th
meeting. As I call your name, please reply with a
verbal response, "yea" or "nay."
(Roll Call Vote)
CHAIRMAN BUTTS: The minutes have been
approved by a vote of five of five.
So the purpose of this meeting tonight is
to review the applications that have been submitted
and determine if they adhere to the guidelines set
forth in the Downtown Design manual for the City of
Portsmouth and the Downtown Design Overlay District.
As such, we are obligated make our decisions based
upon those standards and guidelines. Should you not
agree with the decision of this commission, you do
have the right to appeal, and you may see
Mr. Landfair, seated opposite myself, for further
instructions on how to appeal.
We have no items for consent agenda. So
we will move into the main agenda.
DDC-22-00017, BUILDING REHABILITATION:
CHAIRMAN BUTTS: Is the applicant for
DDC-222-00017, Building Rehabilitation, present?
Please come forward. You can stand, sit down at the
table, and just state your name.
MS. PAULSON: Is it okay if I sit?
CHAIRMAN BUTTS: Absolutely. For the
record, can you state your name and explain the
application.
MS. PAULSON: My name is Katie Paulson. I
work for Commonwealth Preservation Group in Norfolk.
We are representing this applicant for both this
application as well as the historic tax credit
application. My colleague, Paige Pollard, presented
at the last meeting. Now she's on vacation, so I'm
here.
So as you've discussed in the pre-meeting,
there's three main things to this application: The
flood panels, which are required to meet the flood
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plain ordinance; the trash room access at the south
elevation; and then the emergency diesel generator,
also at the south elevation, as well as the proposed
screening for that.
So the floodplain requirements -- can you
go to the elevations? That might be helpful. So if
you see that top dashed line through the elevation,
that's the design flood elevation, which for this
building is 11 feet. So because this is -- I know
Paige touched on this in the last meeting. But in
case some of you weren't here, in order to continue
to use these spaces, they're supposed to meet that
elevation. But that would modify the -- would be
required to modify the historic storefront to a
level that would not be approved by the historic tax
credit program. So in order to kind of retain the
historic character of the facade, we're proposing to
install -- essentially the only permanent
installation would be the anchors required to
install the flood panels. Those would be on either
side of each storefront bay. And then those would
be removed at all times other than during a flood
event. So in the event of a flood event, those
would be installed and then removed after the flood
waters had receded. So they would certainly be
temporary, and at all other times the storefront
would appear as you see on the elevations.
CHAIRMAN BUTTS: We can scroll down two
pages where they have the cut sheet.
MS. PAULSON: This is a new product. I
haven't seen this one used before. We usually do
the flood logs, which kind of slide into -- yeah.
So this is kind of interesting. I think
it's almost less apparent than the flood logs
because those usually slide into permanently
installed, sort of like slots. I'm sure there's a
technical term for it.
So these actually screw into anchors on
either side of the opening and then along the base.
And they're foam with I think a fiberglass coating
on it. So they're screwed in tight. And then they
have a gasket kind of closure against the wall. So
that shouldn't impact the exterior of the building
at all other than having to install those anchors in
the wall. Which I think there's a photo of them
uninstalled.
The photo on the right are those anchors.
Are there any questions about this piece
specifically?
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COMMISSIONER BABCHECK: I don't have an
issue with that.
COMMISSIONER RICHARDSON: Are they going
to be over the windows or just the inset doors?
MS. PAULSON: They will have to be over
the windows. The way the storefronts are sort of
situated, it's not possible to do them -- we looked
at just doing them at the pedestrian doors and then
doing shatterproof glass at the storefront to kind
of meet that. But the architect wasn't comfortable
with the sort of connection, like being able to
assure that that would actually be flood tight just
at the door opening. So they wanted it over the
whole storefront entrance.
COMMISSIONER RICHARDSON: I kept looking
at the windows going what are the seals -MS. PAULSON: Yeah. I think they were
more comfortable with it being a full application
across the storefront.
COMMISSIONER BABCHECK: Were there more
parts to this?
MS. PAULSON: If you're ready to move on,
we can talk about the trash room door, which you can
see -- so on the south elevation, it's at the far
west -- nope -- east end. It will be I think 9-6
tall. That allows for them to bring the trash
containers directly out of the building.
There is an existing double door in the
alley. But once you open the doors and try to get
your trash can out and down the alley and out the
gate, it's too many barriers. This would give them
kind of direct access to that rear elevation.
We do have a photo of this area. So it's
a solid brick wall currently. I think it's photo
five. So it's basically where that truck is.
That existing opening would stay. That
will be unimpacted by the new opening.
That white kind of filled opening, which I
don't know -- we've not had a good look in the
mechanical room. I'm not sure if there's anything
in that opening currently like a window or if it was
just a vent or something.
So that will be a roll-up door. It will
be installed on the interior. So there will be sort
of a -- you'll see the sides of the opening and will
be flush to the inside of the wall. They plan to
paint it a color that sort of blends in with the
brick so it's not so visually obtrusive.
Looking at this photo, we can move on to
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the generator because that seems to be the hot
topic. Between the new opening and the base of the
fire escape, they want to put an emergency
generator. So they would only use that if the
building were to lose power.
I did ask about maintenance of that. So
they will run it once a month just to check it and
to maintain it. But they don't plan on using it
regularly. I know noise was a concern. So it would
kind of be limited to those testing periods. And in
the event of power loss, they would run it for
longer periods.
COMMISSIONER RODGERS: Who is the
manufacturer of the generator?
MS. PAULSON: I don't recall off the top
of my head. I think it's probably at the end.
CHAIRMAN BUTTS: It's, like, the last
three, four, five -- Generac.
COMMISSIONER BABCHECK: So that will be in
the street out there. It looks like from the
picture there are cars parked there anyway. So
they're already trying to limit people going down
that alley as it is, right?
CHAIRMAN BUTTS: If you go to the last
page before it gets to the minutes, it has the
drawing of the elevation of it.
MS. PAULSON: I would say it's probably at
least 40 feet back from the street.
COMMISSIONER BABCHECK: But it's going to
close the street. You're not going to be able to
drive down the street once it's there.
MS. PAULSON: Yes. There's I think a
five-and-a-half-foot clearance between the screening
and the building.
COMMISSIONER RICHARDSON: I thought it
said four-and-a-half-foot.
MS. PAULSON: I think it's from the corner
of the screen to the corner of the adjacent
building. Unless my eyes are not good.
CHAIRMAN BUTTS: Dawn, you're talking
about how high it is from the ground?
COMMISSIONER RICHARDSON: No. Corner to
corner.
MS. PAULSON: If you scroll back up to the
drawing package. I think it's the last sheet.
CHAIRMAN BUTTS: It's on the floor plan.
MS. PAULSON: Yeah. It is on the floor
plan. If you can scroll in on that area, it has the
diagonal dimensions, 5-5.
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MS. PAULSON: They're proposing
pressure-treated wood and then painting it or
staining it an opaque stain, again to sort of blend
in with the building.
MR. LANDFAIR: It needs to be accessible.
They need to be able to get to the equipment to
service it.
COMMISSIONER BABCHECK: Wouldn't that
classify as a wall, or is that classified as, like,
a building? If it's a wall around a generator or a
building around a generator.
MR. LANDFAIR: It's a support like for a
deck. That's in essence what it is.
CHAIRMAN BUTTS: It's like a screen.
MR. LANDFAIR: Wood screen then on top of
the deck.
COMMISSIONER RICHARDSON: A fence around
it on a platform.
COMMISSIONER BABCHECK: Wouldn't that be
classified as a wall per this? I guess it's not on
High Street either.
MR. LANDFAIR: It's a structure. In
essence it's kind of like a wall.
COMMISSIONER BABCHECK: It's technically
visible from -- not on High Street. It's visible
from Washington.
MR. LANDFAIR: Yeah. You would see it
down the alleyway. Correct.
COMMISSIONER BABCHECK: Wouldn't be it be
different for a wall on Washington than it would be
on High Street?
MS. PAULSON: I did see the note in the
agenda about the primary visible wall material. I
wasn't clear if that was related to this in terms of
a wall material like on a building or a screening
material, which I personally would view as being
separate things. So I don't know how you guys
reviewed screening previously, but I think that
would be helpful to understand if you want to see
that treated differently.
COMMISSIONER BABCHECK: What is it
classified as, as a wall or a porch or -CHAIRMAN BUTTS: I classify that as a
fence. I interpret that as a fence.
MR. LANDFAIR: It's not a building.
There's a distinction between a building and a
structure. A building is habitable space.
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structure could be anything. A fence, that's how I
see it. It's a structure that's attached to the
building.
So getting back to your point whether your
concern is the appearance of it particularly as
viewed from the public street down the alleyway.
COMMISSIONER BABCHECK: Yeah. Is it going
to look like a cardboard box on the back of a
building? I thought they're not going to do that
because they wouldn't get all their tax credits.
CHAIRMAN BUTTS: There aren't any images
of the product.
MS. PAULSON: It's just wood fencing.
COMMISSIONER BABCHECK: That was my
question.
MS. PAULSON: And they would stain it. It
would have to be opaque stained. Tax credit
projects require that exterior wood fencing not have
visible wood grain. So I don't know if that helps
kind of visualize. I feel like it would look less
like a residential fence because it would have a
solid color.
MR. LANDFAIR: That's eventually what it's
going to look like, slats of wood.
MS. PAULSON: And the height, they're just
meeting the height of the elevated equipment. So
that's what was driving the very tall.
COMMISSIONER BABCHECK: I guess that was
my question. Like, what kind of structure is it
going to be? Is it an enclosed space?
MR. LANDFAIR: It's enclosed but open at
the top to allow for ventilation and access. It
needs to be of a material that facilitates easy
access to the equipment. They need to get to it
once a month.
COMMISSIONER BABCHECK: Either way,
whatever we decide is still contingent on whether or
not City Council lets them close the street, right?
MR. LANDFAIR: That's true. But it's been
reviewed and approved or recommended for approval by
staff and the Planning Commission. So there's a
good chance that Council will approve it. Now, if
they don't, then, yes, we need -- the applicant will
have to think of another option.
CHAIRMAN BUTTS: Katie, would it be
similar -MS. PAULSON: I think that would probably
be a good visual representation of what it would
look like.
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CHAIRMAN BUTTS: Without the wood grain.
COMMISSIONER RICHARDSON: That has
openings between the wood slats.
COMMISSIONER BABCHECK: No. Use your
imagination.
MS. PAULSON: I think you would end up
being tight, and I'm sure some gaps as it expands
and contracts. Probably not designed to have large
gaps.
MR. LANDFAIR: I would think the fewer
gaps the better.
COMMISSIONER RICHARDSON: If they do gaps,
we want vertical because -MR. LANDFAIR: You want to mitigate the
noise when this thing is cranked up. You can also
say we want a color. I'm sure they will paint or
stain any color you would like it so it blends in
with the brick of the building.
COMMISSIONER BABCHECK: You don't want it
to be, like, a sore thumb sticking off the building.
MS. PAULSON: This is a secondary
elevation in terms of it's not really that visible
from many places. I mean, even along Washington
it's going to be set, like I said, at least 40 feet
back from the corner of the building. So add the
sidewalk dimensions into that and behind the
adjacent building, the back of that building.
COMMISSIONER BABCHECK: What's your
question? You look concerned.
CHAIRMAN BUTTS: Could you go to the -- I
don't know what page it's on. Can you see page
numbers on here? Page 10. It's basically a
photograph looking along that wall.
MS. PAULSON: Down the alley?
CHAIRMAN BUTTS: So it would be back there
where that car is.
MS. PAULSON: Yeah. If you can make that
smaller to see the other. So that's the corner of
the building.
COMMISSIONER BABCHECK: But it will be
underneath that white box where the bicycle and
everything is, right?
MS. PAULSON: Yeah.
CHAIRMAN BUTTS: It's back there.
COMMISSIONER BABCHECK: I mean, they've
already got it blocked off anyway. I don't see what
difference it makes.
What do you think?
COMMISSIONER RICHARDSON: What do you mean
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they already have it blocked off?
COMMISSIONER BABCHECK: The car is parked
there.
COMMISSIONER RICHARDSON: The things move.
Those aren't marked parking spaces.
COMMISSIONER BABCHECK: They obviously
don't want people to go back there for some reason.
COMMISSIONER RICHARDSON: Well, I can park
my car anywhere I want. Doesn't make it legal.
MR. LANDFAIR: It's a very narrow
alleyway.
MS. PAULSON: It's I think 12 feet wide.
I think closure is driven by the need to use the
fire escape as a secondary means of egress. So they
can't block the ability for people to get off the
fire escape and away from the building. So people
shouldn't be, in theory, driving or parking in the
alley. So they can get out and away from the
building. That's driven by the change of this to
residential and then the density requirements.
So, I mean, I don't know how that alley is
currently used, if people drive through it regularly
or not. I'm not sure. I think once the building
switches uses, that will be kind of necessary.
MR. LANDFAIR: And I think perhaps signage
would be helpful just to reinforce the fact that
it's no longer a public vehicle way. It's
essentially private space to be used for utility
purposes and such.
COMMISSIONER RICHARDSON: A sign that says
no throughway.
MR. LANDFAIR: Yeah. Something to that
effect, yeah. Exactly.
COMMISSIONER BABCHECK: You can't get
through the other alley either. You can drive
through the other alley next to it. What difference
does it make? There's 14 other entrances to that
parking lot. So it's not like it's limiting access
to the parking lot. Because there's one, two,
three, four other ways in and out of there?
COMMISSIONER RICHARDSON: What other
alleys?
COMMISSIONER BABCHECK: There's, like, a
thin alley between the building right there.
COMMISSIONER RICHARDSON: That's a
walkway.
COMMISSIONER BABCHECK: Whatever. You
can't drive through the other alley either. It's
kind of the same thing.
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COMMISSIONER BABCHECK: Isn't an alley a
space between two buildings? Is it technically a
driving space or a space between two buildings?
MR. LANDFAIR: Alleyways traditionally
were made to accommodate vehicles. But it's always
a service way. And alleyway is typically varied
width between 10 feet and 20 feet in width. Not
like a normal street. And in this instance it's
very narrow now. It's barely wide enough to
accommodate a vehicle today.
So with the abandonment, in a way we're
improving the safety behind the building because
we're going to ensure that the existing fire escape
will be able to be used in the event of an
emergency.
COMMISSIONER BABCHECK: And it's not going
to stop people from getting in and out of the
parking lot?
MR. LANDFAIR: Yes. It's not the means to
get into the parking lot. There's other ways to get
into that parking lot. Probably really shouldn't be
used today, but it can be because there's no signage
or anything inhibiting a vehicle from coming into
the parking lot today.
COMMISSIONER RICHARDSON: Okay. If
there's a gap in between the boards, then I have an
issue.
COMMISSIONER BABCHECK: Well, they're
probably going to limit that. It's Portsmouth.
They don't want everybody to see what's behind there
I'm sure.
MS. PAULSON: I don't think the design is
for there to be large gaps. I think it would be
quarter-of-an-inch to half-an-inch is probably what
it's going to end up at once it's there for a while.
MR. LANDFAIR: Dawn, your concern is
visibility of the generator or sound or visibility?
COMMISSIONER RICHARDSON: Look of it.
Traditionally in historic areas for fences, they use
dog-eared, vertical, Gothic. This is not like that.
But if we were going with the funds for the historic
district, then I would say go vertical.
MS. PAULSON: I think they're going to be
limited in going vertical because of the height of
the enclosure.
CHAIRMAN BUTTS: It's 12 feet.
MS. PAULSON: 12-4 I think.
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COMMISSIONER RICHARDSON: So if you do it
horizontal, I don't want to see any gaps so we're
not looking at the equipment.
CHAIRMAN BUTTS: Do you have a ruler so we
can see a quarter-inch?
MR. LANDFAIR: I can dash downstairs.
CHAIRMAN BUTTS: That's okay.
COMMISSIONER RICHARDSON: Another issue I
have, the door.
MS. PAULSON: The roll-up door?
COMMISSIONER RICHARDSON: Yeah. We don't
do roll-up doors. We do metal doors, but they're on
hinges.
MS. PAULSON: Are they not allowed, or you
haven't approved them in the past?
COMMISSIONER BABCHECK: Again, it's not on
High Street. It's a parking lot that's not actually
touching any of the roads, not going to be affected
differently. Nobody's going to see that.
COMMISSIONER RICHARDSON: I'm okay with
the color.
COMMISSIONER BABCHECK: You're so cute.
MR. LANDFAIR: Katie, in terms of design,
obviously the current door is probably original to
the building.
MS. PAULSON: It is. It's being retained.
MR. LANDFAIR: This type of door, could
you find this kind of door back in the 1920s, or is
this purely a modern -MS. PAULSON: They've had roll-up doors
for a really long time.
If you go to the plan view, I think the
limitation with that might be the interior plan.
Although, I guess they could swing out.
COMMISSIONER RICHARDSON: They could swing
out.
MS. PAULSON: Yeah. Because it's just -COMMISSIONER BABCHECK: $7,000 more. It's
just one, right? One right there. Not even two of
them. Isn't it just one?
MS. PAULSON: One door, yeah.
COMMISSIONER BABCHECK: And you won't be
able to see it because of the little wall anyway.
CHAIRMAN BUTTS: It's well tucked back
there.
COMMISSIONER RICHARDSON: Any thoughts on
doors, guys?
COMMISSIONER BABCHECK: I'm just glad
they're doing something with that building,
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I hadn't thought of doors

COMMISSIONER BABCHECK: I think it's,
like, a service area. It's in the back of the
building. If you look on the back, the jokes on us
with all the trash cans. All their enclosed stuff
is going to look way better than this pile of crap
here. Maybe they'll see that and say, Oh, let's put
our trash cans in.
Can we move to approve? Because I think
it all depends on what City Council says anyway.
It's contingent on City Council closing off the
street.
CHAIRMAN BUTTS: Have you seen any other
precedents, Dawn, to help express your opinion
against the metal door?
COMMISSIONER RICHARDSON: Roll-up doors
are not included in our guidelines.
COMMISSIONER BABCHECK: But it's a metal
door. Metal doors are, aren't they? Where are the
doors? Washington Street. They must match the
style of the building they're located. So if this
is the service entrance of the back entrance of a
building where they're going to move their trash in
and out, does that not meet the -- match the style
of the building?
MS. PAULSON: And it's historically the
boiler room. They're not altering a finished space
into a trash room. It's always been a mechanical
space.
COMMISSIONER BABCHECK: Look. May have
mechanical doors. It's art deco.
COMMISSIONER RICHARDSON: I'm okay with
metal with hinges.
COMMISSIONER BABCHECK: It doesn't
specifically say it can't be roll-up. But may also
be metal. Says it again.
MR. LANDFAIR: So again the -COMMISSIONER RICHARDSON: We have solid
panel metal doors in downtown.
COMMISSIONER BABCHECK: I know what you're
saying. I'm not arguing with you.
COMMISSIONER RICHARDSON: I'm sorry, Bill.
MR. LANDFAIR: That's all right.
Again, the type of door proposed, while
obviously a modern door, the type is something
that's been used for many years and could have been
found on a building of this --
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MS. PAULSON: Yeah, I would think so. And
there are roll-up doors downtown, further down High
Street.
What is the end of the Downtown Design
District?
CHAIRMAN BUTTS: I think it goes all the
way to -- how far past -MR. LANDFAIR: 12 blocks.
MS. PAULSON: I know historically there
were blocks of furniture warehouses, and they would
have had loading doors on the rear elevation.
MR. LANDFAIR: There are many more modern
buildings along High Street that probably utilize
this technology.
COMMISSIONER BABCHECK: Google says:
1921, the first overhead roll-up garage door.
That's when the building is from, right,
1920s?
Thanks, Google.
CHAIRMAN BUTTS: I'm personally fine
because it's not on the frontage along Washington or
High Street. I know it's visible from the parking
lot, but it's also in a service area.
MR. LANDFAIR: I would also add that
they're keeping the trash inside the building as
opposed to -CHAIRMAN BUTTS: There's that.
MS. BABCHECK: Look at that, Dawn.
Doesn't that make you happy?
MR. LANDFAIR: -- the neighbors who keep
their trash outside of the building.
COMMISSIONER RICHARDSON: You can only use
a chain though. No electricity.
MR. LANDFAIR: You have to hire somebody
to do it.
CHAIRMAN BUTTS: I think that was all
three.
COMMISSIONER BABCHECK: Can they just
rough it up a little? I'm kidding.
MS. PAULSON: I'm sure it will get there
soon enough.
COMMISSIONER BABCHECK: Your only other
issue was the fencing around the outside of the
thing. But if it's more of a historic looking
fence -- is that your issue?
MR. LANDFAIR: I think she's concerned
about having openings. She wants it to provide
complete screening of the equipment.
MS. PAULSON: I'm sure that's what they
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want, and I will convey that.
MR. LANDFAIR: I think in your motion you
can state that the -- and with the caveat Council
approves the abandonment of the alleyway.
COMMISSIONER BABCHECK: I've already moved
once today.
COMMISSIONER RICHARDSON: I don't know the
number.
CHAIRMAN BUTTS: It is 22-00017.
COMMISSIONER RICHARDSON: I move that we
approve DDC-22-00017 contingent upon City Council
approval of abandonment of the alleyway off of
Washington Street. That's the only contingency.
COMMISSIONER BABCHECK: Second.
MR. LANDFAIR: And design of the screen
for the generator, or are you comfortable -COMMISSIONER RICHARDSON: They'll do it
right.
COMMISSIONER BABCHECK: I second.
CHAIRMAN BUTTS: We have a motion and a
second to approve DDC-22-00017. As I call your
name, commissioners, please reply with a verbal
response, "yea" or "nay."
(Roll Call Vote)
CHAIRMAN BUTTS: We have a vote of five to
five.
MR. LANDFAIR: Five to zero.
CHAIRMAN BUTTS: Five to zero. Thank you.
DDC-22-00017 has been approved with the
aforesaid conditions.
Congratulations. Your Certificate of
Appropriateness shall be emailed to you by Friday,
August 5th. Basically, this week. You are also
welcome to pick up a printed copy -- well, you are
welcome to also pick up a printed copy of the
approved COA in the Planning Department on fourth
floor of City Hall to post on the property.
MS. PAULSON: Thank you, all.
COMMISSIONER RICHARDSON: I was joking
about the chain.
MS. PAULSON: Might be fun.
CHAIRMAN BUTTS: I think that concludes
our agenda.
MR. LANDFAIR: Mr. Chair, there's no
unfinished business I'm aware of, nor is there new
business.
CHAIRMAN BUTTS: Anyone have any
announcements or business they would like to bring
up now?
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COMMISSIONER BABCHECK: Can we talk about
neons on High Street? I know of a certain
restaurant that would like to talk about putting
neons on the front of their restaurant on High
Street.
Don't look at me like that, please.
COMMISSIONER SANTIAGO: I must go. I have
to pick up my wife.
CHAIRMAN BUTTS: Thank you, Stephen.
COMMISSIONER BABCHECK: Should we do this
later or do it now?
MR. LANDFAIR: You can do it now or during
your next work session.
COMMISSIONER RODGERS: Why don't you do it
at the next work session.
MR. LANDFAIR: You put your fellow
committee members on notice that you expect full and
complete discussion about neon lights.
COMMISSIONER RODGERS: Everybody can think
of it.
CHAIRMAN BUTTS: We might have three
applications next session.
COMMISSIONER RICHARDSON: What about the
properties on High Street across from the coffee
shop that have done nothing that we have stipulated?
MR. LANDFAIR: Jeff, do you have any
updates on that? I was told it was in court.
MR. MILLER: I don't know. I'll make a
note and check with Bob Merhige and see where that
stands.
MR. LANDFAIR: Two months ago, I was told
it is no longer an ongoing enforcement issue because
it's been ongoing for months and months and months.
It is now a legal matter, and it's in the hands of
the court. We'll get you an update as to what that
is.
COMMISSIONER RICHARDSON: She's thumbing
her nose at us.
CHAIRMAN BUTTS: Commissioners, if there's
no further business, this meeting is now adjourned.
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DOWNTOWN DESIGN COMMITTEE
ACTIONS
TUESDAY, AUGUST 2, 2022
6th FLOOR CONFERENCE ROOM
801 CRAWFORD STREET
WORK SESSION 5:30 PM/PUBLIC MEETING 6:00 PM
A.

CALL TO ORDER CHAIR BUTTS

B.

WELCOME CHAIR BUTTS

C.

ROLL CALL CHAIR BUTTS, RICHARDSON, BABCHECK, SANTIAGO,
RODGERS (ALTERNATE), LANDFAIR (STAFF LIASON), MILLER
(ASSISTANT CITY ATTORNEY)

D.

ADOPTION OF MINUTES ADOPTED 5-0

E.

SUMMARY OF THE PURPOSE OF DESIGN REVIEW CHAIR BUTTS

F.

SUMMARY OF PUBLIC HEARING PROCESS CHAIR BUTTS

G.

CONSENT AGENDA

I.

REVIEW APPLICATIONS FOR CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENES (COA)

**CONSENT AGENDA: Applications that have been examined by the Downtown
Design Committee and have been found to be complete and consistent with the design
guidelines are approved at the beginning of the meeting and are approved as submitted.
NEW APPLICATION
DDC-22-00017

BUILDING REHABILITATION

Request of Tim Foley for rehabilitation of an existing building. This COA application
updates the previous application approved by the Downtown Design Committee at their
meeting on July 5th. The property is located at 545 High Street.
Project update details are as follows:
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In order to meet floodplain ordinance requirements, a removable flood barrier
system is proposed at all first floor exterior openings up to the Design Flood
Elevation (DFE). The barrier system is designed to minimize the visual impact
to the historic building while maximizing flood protection during flood events.
The system requires wall anchors at either side of the openings and a bottom
gasket to receive the panel during a flood event. The panels will only be
installed ahead of flood events, and will be removed after flood waters recede.
A trash room is proposed in the existing mechanical room. Exterior access to
this room is via a historic double leaf door but clearances in the adjacent alley
are too narrow to easily maneuver trash containers. Therefore, a new overhead
door is proposed to more directly access the trash room.
A diesel generator for on-site emergencies is proposed adjacent to the door to
the trash room. As the generator is required to be elevated above the DFE it
will be mounted on an equipment platform. The generator will be screened by
pressure-treated wood, stained opaque with a color compatible with the brick
wall to minimize visual impact.

“The major retail street of the Downtown District, High Street is a vital piece of the
historic downtown fabric.” Pg. 138
“The primary visible wall material should be unpainted brick (or brick color if already
painted) or stone. The use of stucco shall be reviewed on a case by case basis. Synthetic
stucco, horizontal siding of any material (wood, cement board or vinyl) and bare concrete
masonry block are not permitted. Brick color should be within a close range of red to
brown color tones. Other shades of brick shall be considered on a case by case basis.”
Pg. 140
“Existing windows, if original, should be retained or replaced with windows that match in
all dimensions and profiles to the originals. Replacement window materials should match
the historic window, but wood windows may be replaced with wood, metal-clad wood or
wood-composite. Insulated glass is acceptable, so long as muntins, if present, are “true
simulated divided light” that include an internal spacer bar. Tinted glass is not permitted,
but low-e glass is acceptable.” Pg. 140
“Like windows and doors, the storefront design and materials should match the style of the
building. For the 20th Century Revival styles of commercial architecture, wood storefronts
are required. Art Deco and Modern styles may have metal storefronts. The typical pattern
of storefront design includes a base or low wall, a display window above that, a transom
over the window and then a cornice. Storefronts may have central or off-center entrances.
Pilasters are often utilized as a means of dividing the bays of the storefront and defining
the outer ends…” Pg. 141
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“Awnings and signage, if present, are to be located between the top of the windows, or
transoms if present, and any second floor windows. The bottom of an awning shall be no
more than seven feet above the sidewalk.” Pg. 141
APPROVED WITH CONDITION 5-0: Committee approved the request with a
condition to allow the installation of a removable flood barrier system at all first floor
exterior openings; a trash room in the existing mechanical room with exterior access via a
new overhead door; and a diesel generator for on-site emergencies in the adjacent
alleyway. The generator will be mounted on a raised platform above the Design Flood
Elevation (DFE) and screened by pressure-treated wood stained an opaque color to
minimize visual impact. Approval is contingent upon City Council approval of the
proposed abandonment of the adjacent alleyway.
I. UNFINISHED BUSINESS
J. NEW BUSINESS
K. ADJOURNMENT 6:40
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